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ABSTRACT 

This paper introduces a new scheme “ A Public Verifiability 

Signcryption Scheme Without Pairings ” , based on elliptic 

curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP) and in addition to 

achieve the functionality of the Signcryption schemes, 

unforgeability, confidentiality and nonrepudiation, it achieves 

forward security and public verifiability directly. Also, it uses 

a strong encryption key depends on random choose value and 

the sender’s private key, although the proposed scheme is 

slower than the Zheng’s signcryption scheme, it achieves 

saving in communication overhead reach to 50% with respect 

to the traditional approach signature then encryption. The 

proposed scheme has been verified using the Mathematica 

program.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1997, Zheng’s Signcryption Scheme, is a cryptographic 

primitive which combines signature and encryption in a 

logically single step based on discrete logarithm problem 

(DLP) [1,2]. Zheng’s scheme succeeded to achieve the 

unforgeability, integrity and confidentiality of message but 

lacked forward security, public verifiability, in 1998, Zheng 

and Iami proposed another signcryption scheme [3] based on 

the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP) that 

achieved similar functionality but also it lacked forward 

security and public variability. Bao and Deng Proposed 

another modified signcryption scheme [4] that enabled a third 

party  have )s,r,m(  to verify the signature without need to 

the recipient’s private key or engaging a zero – knowledge 

interactive protocol . But this modified scheme also lacked 

forward security and public verifiability or encrypted message 

authentication. Gamage, Leiwo and Zheng proposed a scheme 

[5] that enabled encrypted message authenticated but also 

lacked to the forward security. Han and Hang [6], Hwang, Lai 

and Su proposed two schemes [7] depended on Diffie-

Hellman problem (DHP) also they lacked forward security 

and public verifiability plus the DHP scheme could be 

attacked.  

2. COMPUTATIONALLY HARD 

PROBLEMS 

2.1 The Discrete Logarithm Problem (DLP) 

[8,9] 
Let p and q be two large primes satisfying 1p|q   , and g a 

generator of order q over )p(GF  . The discrete logarithm 

problem is, given an instance )g,q,p,y( , where 

pmodgy x  for some qzx , to derive x. 

2.2. Discrete Logarithm (DL) Assumption 

[8,9] 
A probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm B is said to ),t(   

break the DLP if given a DLP instance )g,q,p,y(   where 

pmodgy x  for some qzx , B can derive x with 

probability   after running at most t steps. The probability is 

taken over the uniformly and independently chosen instance 

and over the random bits consumed by B. 

Definition.1 The ),t(   DL assumption holds if there is no 

probabilistic polynomial-time adversary that can ),t(    break 

the DLP. 

2.3. Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm 

Problem (ECDLP) [8,10] 
An elliptic curve group is described using multiplicative 

notation, then the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem is: 

given points P  and Q  in the group qz  , find a number such 

that k;QkP   is called the discrete logarithm of Q  to the 

base P . 

3. SECURITY REQUIREMENTS FOR 

ANY SIGNCRYPTION SCHEME 
Here, the security requirements for any signcryption scheme 

are provided [11]:  

 Confidentiality:  It means that only the intended 

recipient of a signcrypted message should be able to read 

its contents. That is, upon seeing a signcrypted message, 

an attacker should learn nothing about the original 

message, other than perhaps its length. 

 Unforgeability: It refers to the inability of any entity to 

produce a valid message-signature pair except the 

designated signer.  

 Public Verifiability: It means that any third party or 

judge can verify that the signcrypted text is valid or not, 

without any requirement for the private key of the sender 

or the recipient. 

 Non-Repudiation: The sender of a message cannot 

later deny having sent the message. That is, the recipient 

of a message can prove to a third party that the sender 

indeed sent the message. 

 Integrity: This means that the recipient should be able 

to verify that the received message is the original one 

that was sent by the sender and it has not been tampered 

with during transmission. 
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 Authentication: It involves confirming the identity of 

a system user. Authentication often involves verifying 

the validity of at least one form of identification. Also, it 

allows the legitimate recipient alone to be convinced that 

the ciphertext and the signed message it contains were 

crafted by the same entity. 

 Forward Secrecy: It refers to the inability of an 

attacker to read signcrypted messages, even with access 

to the sender’s private key. That is, the confidentiality of 

signcrypted messages is protected, even if the sender’s 

private key is compromised. 

4. PROPOSED SCHEME 
The proposed scheme is depending on using Elliptic curve 

digital signature standard (ECDSS) followed by ELGamal 

encryption algorithm and employs a strong session key 

encryption k , not depends only on a random choose value 

]1q,...1[v   but also depends on the sender’s private key 

av . The proposed scheme is described in the following three 

stages key generation, signcryption and unsigncryption. 

4.1 Setup 
Given security parameter k (usually 160), the PKG chooses q 

a large prime number with k2q  , b,a  is a pair of integers 

which are smaller than q and satisfy 0qmod)b27a4( 23  . 

E is the selected elliptic curve over the finite field 

qmod)baxx(y:F 32
q  . P is the base point or generator 

of a group of points on E, denoted as G. Also, o is the point at 

infinity and n is the order of the point p, with n being a prime 

number, op.n   and k2n   . The PKG selects a 

cryptographic one way hash function q
* Z}1,0{:H  . 

4.2 Key Generation 
The sender choses a uniformly random number av  from

]1q,...1[  . Then computes his/her public key GvP aa  . 

The receiver also, chooses a uniformly random number bv  

from ]1q,...1[  . Then computes his/her public key GvP bb   

4.3 Signcryption  
The sender signcryptes the message as follow: 

1. Picks  random value ]1q,...1[v R   

2. Compute )y,x()vG(R RR  

3. Compute  )x,m(hashr R  

4. Compute  session key encryption  

)y,x(P)v.rv(K kkba   

5. Implement  the message m as a point on elliptic curve 

M [4] 

M = mG where G is a point on elliptic curve 

6. Encrypt the message ( point M )  twice using k as 

)]M(E[Ec
kk xy  

7. Compute )c(hasht   

8. Compute qmod)tr.v(vs a
1  

 

Then sends )s,r,c(   to the receiver 

4.4  Unsigncryption 
When the receiver receives the message, first verify the 

signature to check the message came from illegal sender by 

doing the following steps: 

1. Compute  )c(hasht   

2. Recover R as )y,x()tGrP(sR RRa
1  

 

3. Verify the signature  

             arPtGRs    Accept c               

                            

                          arPtGRs   Reject c 

4. Compute )y,x()rPR(vk kkab   

5. Decrypt the message )]c(D[DM
1k1k xy   

6. Check the recovered message          )x,m(hash'r R  

              r'r     Accept  m  

                          

                            r'r     Reject  m   

5. SECURITY ANALYSIS 

5.1 Correctness 
For the point R; 

)tGrP(sR a
1  

 

)tGrP(
)tr.v(

v
a

a




  

G).trv(
)tr.v(

v
a

a




  vG  

The session key encryption k; 

)rPR(vk ab   

  )Gv.rvG(v ab   

  )v.rv(Gv ab   

   )v.rv(P ab   

5.2. Security Requirements 
The proposed signcryption scheme provides seven security 

functions: message confidentiality, authentication, integrity, 

unforgeability, non-repudiation, forward secrecy and public 

verifiability.  

The security of the proposed scheme is based on the elliptic 

curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP). Up till now, the 

ECDLP is considered to be hard.  

5.2.1 Confidentiality 

If the attacker wants to derive the original message, he must 

be able to recover the randomly generated session key K 

which is the session key encryption used to encrypt the 

message. However, the extraction of the session key 

encryption K is equivalent to solving the ECDLP. Assume 

if 

if 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Identification_(information)
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that the attacker tries to compute point K, first he have to 

compute )y,x(sGrPR RRa   then using his secrete key 

ev ,he computes )y,x()pxR(vK kkaRe  .In order to 

recover the correct key K , he must know the receiver's secret 

key bv , where GvP bb  , therefore to derive bv one needs to 

solve the ECDLP. Without knowing the private key of the 

receiver, no one can recover the session key encryption. It is 

only the valid receiver with secret key bv who can 

unsigncrypt the message. 

5.2.2 Unforgeability:  

The signcrypted text is generated using the sender's secret key

av . Thus, no one can generate a valid signcrypted text 

without knowing the sender's secret key av . The secret key is 

chosen uniformly at random from ]1q,...1[  . Also, the 

sender's secret key is computed as GvP aa  , but computing 

va is elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem. 

If an attacker wants to generate a forged signcrypted text he 

does the following: 

1. picks a random value ]1q,...1['v R   

2. Compute  )'y,'x()G'v('R RR  

3. Compute  session key encryption 

)'y,'x(p)'v.'x'v('k kkbaR   

4. Implement  the message m’ as a point on elliptic curve 

M’ [4] 

M’ = m’G where G is a point on elliptic curve 

5. Encrypt the message ( point M’ )  twice using M’ as  

)]'M(E[E'c
kk 'x'y  

6. Compute  )'x,'c(hash'r R  

7. Compute  qmod)'v'r.'v('s a   

The attacker sends )'s,'r,'c( to the receiver 

At the receiver , he and anyone can compute the following 

steps: 

1. Compute )'y,'x(G'sP'r'R RRa   

             G)'v'r.v(P'r aa   

                    G'vG'r.vP'r aa   G'v  

2. Compute )'x,'c(hash''r R  'r  

But only the receiver can recover the key as follow: 

Compute  )'y,'x()P'x'R(v kkaRb   

          )P'x'R(v aRb   

                )Gv.'xG'v(v aRb   

                )v.'x'v(Gv aRb  )v.xv(P aRb   

Without knowing the sender's secret key, no one can generate 

a valid signcrypted text. Therefore, the proposed scheme 

achieves unforgeability. 

5.2.3 Authentication 
The receiver needs to authenticate the sender. This identity of 

the sender is verified through the key recovery process and the 

message integrity is checked using a suitable one-way hash 

function. 

5.2.4 Integrity  
It is computationally infeasible where the integrity is 

guaranteed by security attributes of hash function and 

Confidentiality of the signcryption. So an adversary should 

also have the valid session key to decrypt the message and 

add his modifications. 

5.2.5 Non-repudiation 
 If the sender Alice denies that she sent the signcrypted text 

(c,r,s), any third party can run the verification procedure to 

check that the message came from Alice. 

5.2.6 Public Verifiability 
Verification requires knowing only Alice's public key. All 

public keys are assumed to be available to all system users 

through a certification authority or a public directly. The 

receiver of the message does not need to engage in a zero-

knowledge proof communication with a judge or to provide to 

prove. 

 Compute )y,x(sGrPR RRa   

               )x,c(hashr R  

Thus the proposed scheme provides the public verifiability.  

5.2.7  Forward Security  
An adversary that obtains av  will not be able to decrypt past 

messages. Previously recorded values of (c,r,s) that were 

obtained before the compromise cannot be decrypted because 

the adversary that has av will need to v to decrypt. 

The session key encryption establishment  part of the 

proposed scheme has the following security attributes: 

1. Known session key security : Each message is 

signcrypted with a unique session key since random 

number v is used for session key establishment. The 

session key will also differ for different recipients since 

their public keys are involved in key derivation function. 

2. Resilience to Key Compromise Impersonation (KCI) 

attack : An adversary that could obtain av  should find 

the corresponding v of R in order to deduce the 

corresponding session key that is generally in deposit of 

solving the ECDLP. 

3. Partial Forward secrecy : Session key derivation 

function of the proposed scheme provides partial forward 

secrecy since even if av  is revealed, finding  the 

corresponding random number v of R is still necessary 

that is generally in deposit of solving the ECDLP 

6. MATHEMATICA CODE FOR THE 

PROPOSED SCHEME 

6.1 Recommended Elliptic Curve Domain 

Parameters  
p = 2^192-2^64-1; 

a = -3; 

b = 

16^^64210519e59c80e70fa7e9ab72243049feb8deecc146b9b;  

q = 16^^ffffffffffffffffffffffff99def836146bc9b1b4d22831; 

xg = 

16^^188da80eb03090f67cbf20eb43a18800f4ff0afd82ff1012; 

yg = 

16^^07192b95ffc8da78631011ed6b24cdd573f977a11e79481; 
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6.2  Alice's Keys ( va , pa )  
va = RandomInteger {1, q-1} 

pa = {xpa, ypa} 

pa = 

(59763111769496963854498470076719316

14714328251323030043668, 

489133113573926554112914103074461767

3689538071489590918354)  

6.3 Bob's Keys ( vb , pb ) 
vb = RandomInteger {1, q-1} 

pb = {xpb, ypb} 

pb = 

(4236915138095288741191890434624950362902707840126

782918460, 

44367187069654059464144777883140383331621375308195

19170097) 

6.4 Represent Message as a point on Elliptic 

Curve  
M = {xM, yM} 

M = 

(4968926716837437052056747876436018043122114729391

486982116, 

41785770140671221426386858977810272455605768478493

98950030) 

6.5 Signcryption  
v = RandomInteger {1, q-1} 

R = {xR, yR} 

R = 

(6251175094952636937915990107975306740031757733156

843441814, 

28042851523815932282069773943229634322653928489730

54314514) 

k = {xk, yk} 

k = 

(6231302517264213431713844677492604281846296534111

581291175, 

13597140337756664044057028302078052882003787514855

43663710) 

6.6  Encrypt the message twice using k 
KG1 = {xkg1, ykg1} 

KG1 = 

(3226541020044883868715573807590115909603437458198

351758913, 

17086083013169222905461006761833508064796616835492

89495931) 

c1 = {xc1, yc1} 

c1 = 

(5445185097975044124806304729962216147000093819378

051459674, 

49403684678245075464666177824098504124738765459727

92752275) 

KG2 = {xkg2, ykg2} 

KG2 = 

(1926644779693478720271026609559386575529050927609

896627503, 

54640453952054120389502021907345870447962033791510

9542680) 

c = 

(5629783912785979157925554904208646327486145083612

287026381, 

17241018069129482737313360359265789998561784294054

84447884) 

r = Hash {{xc, yc}, xR} 

r = 1161250403 

6.7  Signignature 
t = Hash {xc, xc} 

s1 = PowerMod[v, -1, q]; 

s = Mod[s1* (r* va+ t),q] 

  = 

29437135339817745354033495499663089842883520726068

35171778 

Alice sends ( c , r , s ) 

6.8 Unsigncryption 
RR = {xRR, yRR} 

RR =  

(6251175094952636937915990107975306740031757733156

843441814, 

28042851523815932282069773943229634322653928489730

54314514) 

rr = Hash {{xc, yc}, xRR} 

r = rr ....... true 

kr = {xkr, ykr} 

kr = 

(6231302517264213431713844677492604281846296534111

581291175, 

13597140337756664044057028302078052882003787514855

43663710) 

Kr = K ……. True 

 Mr = {xMr, yMr} 

Mr = 

(4968926716837437052056747876436018043122114729391

486982116, 

41785770140671221426386858977810272455605768478493

98950030) 

Mr = M ....... true 

7. COMPARATIVE STUDY  
The proposed scheme is compared to other schemes in [3  ,4 

,5 ,6 ,7] . Zheng and Imai [3] using another protocol to 

achieve the nonrepudation and its scheme does not achieve 

public verifiability and forward secrecy. Schemes [4,5,6,7] 

achieve the nonrepudation directly but do not provide public 

verifiability and forward secrecy . The proposed scheme 

achieves all the security requirements directly without using 

another protocol and provide all the security requirements as 

shown in table 1. 

The proposed scheme offers less computational cost than  

when compared to Bao and Deng [4] and equal to the schemes 

in [2,5,6] . The proposed scheme is more complex than 

schemes [7]  as shown in table 2. The proposed scheme is 
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efficient as it provides the forward secrecy and public 

verifiability directly with the less computations than other 

schemes. 

8. SAVING IN COMMUNICATION 

OVERHEAD 
Communication overhead represents any associated data to 

the ciphertext, is used to recover the message of verify the 

signature (e.g. point 4). Communication overhead calculations 

are based on the following assumptions: 

1.  2/|q||(.)KH||(.)hash|  . 

2.  |p||q| h . 

3. Elliptic curve digital signature standard outputs (r,s) 

representing 2 points so its comm. Overhead is |q|2 . 

ElGamal elliptic curve encryption outputs 2 points on the 

curve ( c1 ciphertext, c2 is called Diffie-Hellman Table 1. 

problem (DHP) to recover message m) [12,13]. So its 

communication overhead is |q| . 

The communication overhead of  the traditional approach 

signature – then – encryption, using Elliptic curve digital 

signature standard (ECDSS) followed by ElGamal elliptic 

curve encryption is      |q|3|q||q|2  . The communication 

overhead of the proposed scheme represented in (r,s) is 

|q|5.1|q|2/|q||q|(.)hash|   . Thus, bandwidth saving 

can be calculated as:  

Saving %50
|q|3

|q|5.1|q|3



  

This saving is higher than the calculated one in Zheng- Imai, 

which is 40%. 

8.1  Saving in Computational Cost 
The computational cost of the proposed scheme can be easily 

compared with those of other signcryption schemes presented 

in Table 2, by calculating total required number of operations, 

as shows that the proposed scheme is slower than Zheng and 

Imai signcryption scheme, But it provides the highest number 

of security attributes, as it is described in Table 1. 

Table1 : Comparison Between Provided Attributes Of 

Different Signcryption Schemes 

     Attributes 
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Zheng and 

Imai [3] 
Yes Yes Yes 

Using 

another  

protocol 

No No 

Bao and Deng 

[4] 
Yes Yes Yes Directly No No 

Gamage - leiwo 

and Zheng [5] 
Yes Yes Yes Directly Yes No 

Han and Hang 

[6] 
No No No Directly No No 

Hwang, Lai 

and Su [7] 
No No No Directly No No 

Proposed 

Scheme 
Yes Yes Yes Directly Yes Yes 

Table 2. Comparison Between Required Operations For Different Signcryption Schemes 

  operation 

scheme 
Participant EXP DIV ECPM ECPA MUL ADD HASH 

ECDSS 

Signature – 

ELGamal 

Encryption[3,14] 

Signcryption – 1 3 1 1 1 1 

Unsigncryption – 1 3 2 – – 1 

Zheng and Imai 

[3] 

Signcryption – 1 1 – 1 1 2 

Unsigncryption – – 2 1 2 – 2 

Bao and Deng 

[4] 

Signcryption 2 1 – – – 1 3 

Unsigncryption 3 – – – 1 – 3 

Gamage - leiwo 

and Zheng [5] 

Signcryption 2 1 – – – 1 2 

Unsigncryption 3 – – – 1 – 2 

Han and Hang 

[6] 

Signcryption – 1 2 – 2 1 2 

Unsigncryption – 1 3 1 2 – 2 

Hwang, Lai and 

Su [7] 

Signcryption – – 2 – 1 1 1 

Unsigncryption – – 3 1 – – 1 

The proposed 

scheme 

Signcryption – 1 2 – 2 2 2 

Unsigncryption – – 4 3 – – 2 
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Where  

EXP : Modular Exponentiation 

DIV : Modular Division/inverse 

ECPM : Elliptic Curve Point Multiplication 

ECPA : Elliptic Curve Point Addition 

MUL : Modular Multiplication 

ADD : Modular Addition 

HASH : One-way Hash function 

9. CONCLUSION 
The proposed scheme achieves the functionality of 

signcryption schemes, and using a strong session key 

encryption to increase the confidentiality and integrity of 

communication, in addition to achieve forward security and 

public variability or authenticated encrypted message which 

employed in the firewalls on computer networks to filter 

network traffics. Although, the proposed scheme is slower 

than Zheng’s signcryption scheme it achieves saving in 

communication overhead reach to 50 % higher than Zheng’s 

scheme saving which is 40% and achieves security attributes 

higher than Zheng’s scheme and the other modified 

signcryption schemes. Moreover , the proposed scheme code 

has been done using the Mathematica program.  

10. FUTURE WORK  
IPSec (internet protocol security) mechanism is an open 

source mechanism can contain various of cryptographic 

algorithms, authentication protocols, and key management 

protocols to secure the sensitive transmitted data between two 

locations.  

When applying the proposed signcryption scheme on the 

IPSec mechanism, the transmitted data can be authenticated 

and encrypted in one step with less computational cost and 

saving in bandwidth reach 50% with respect to the traditional 

approach encryption – then – signature with keeping the 

public variability or authenticated encrypted message and in 

addition to increase the security of transmitted data. Also, the 

proposed signcryption scheme is not  restricted by a certain 

encryption algorithm while enable to use any symmetric key 

encryption and by this way can solve the problem of exchange 

the share secret key of symmetric algorithm between two 

peers and keep the easiness of hardware implementation of 

the encryption algorithms.  

For the future work, if using the proposed application of 

applying the modified signcryption scheme on IPSec 

mechanism in its all cases; for authentication only, for 

encryption only, and for both encryption and authentication, 

can improve the security of computer networks and benefit 

with cost and bandwidth saving. 

Also, We will work on enhancing the processing overhead 

and the computational cost of the proposed signcryption 

scheme “A Public Verifiability Signcryption Scheme Without 

Pairing. 
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